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lun import commands

lun import create

Create an import relationship

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

This command creates an import relationship between a specified LUN and a specified foreign disk so you can import the foreign disk data into a LUN.

The foreign disk must be marked as foreign using storage disk set-foreign-lun command before you can begin the import progress.

The LUN must be of the same size as the foreign disk.

Parameters

-vserver <Vserver Name> - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN where you import data to from the foreign disk data.

-foreign-disk <text> - Foreign Disk Serial Number (privilege: advanced)
Specifies the serial number of the Foreign Disk.

-path <path> - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
Specifies the path of the LUN where you want to import the data of the foreign disk to. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

Examples

cluster1::> lun import create -vserver vs1 -path /vol/dvol1/lun1 -foreign-disk 6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000

Creates an import relationship between lun1 at the path /vol/dvol1/lun1 and foreign disk with serial number 6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000.

Related Links

• storage disk set-foreign-lun

lun import delete

Deletes the import relationship of the specified LUN or the specified foreign disk

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.
Description
This command deletes the import relationship of a specified LUN or a specified foreign disk.

You cannot use this command if an import is in-progress between the foreign disk and the LUN unless you use the force option. The import has to either successfully completed or be stopped before deleting the import relationship.

You can use the `lun import stop` command to stop the data import, and then you delete the import relationship.

Parameters

```
{ -vserver <Vserver Name> - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)  
  Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN that you want to delete the import relationship.

   -path <path> - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)  
   Specifies the path of the LUN where you want to delete the import relationship. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

   -foreign-disk <text> - Foreign Disk Serial Number (privilege: advanced) }  
   Specifies the serial number of the foreign disk.

   [-force {true|false}] - Force Delete (privilege: advanced)  
   When set to true, stops the in progress data import.
```

Examples

```
cluster1::> lun import delete -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2
```

Deletes the import relationship of lun2 at the path /vol/vol2/lun2.

```
cluster1::> lun import delete -vserver vs0 -foreign-disk 6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000
```

Deletes the import relationship of the foreign disk with serial number 6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000.

Related Links

- `lun import stop`

**lun import pause**

Pause the import for the specified LUN

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.
**Description**

This command pauses the data import to a specified LUN.

This command does not reset all import checkpoints. To resume a paused import, use the lun import resume command to restart from the last checkpoint taken before you paused the data import.

If you want to resume the data import from the beginning, use the lun import stop command. Then use the lun import start command.

**Parameters**

- **-vserver** `<Vserver Name>` - *Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)*
  
  Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to pause the data import to.

- **-path** `<path>` - *LUN Path (privilege: advanced)*
  
  Specifies the path of the LUN you want to pause the data import to. Examples of correct LUN paths are `/vol/vol1/lun1` and `/vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1`.

**Examples**

```
cluster1::> lun import pause -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2
```

Pauses the data import for lun2 at the path `/vol/vol2/lun2`

### lun import prepare-to-downgrade

**Prepares LUN import to be downgraded**

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* administrators at the *advanced* privilege level.

**Description**

This command prepares the cluster for a downgrade to a version of Data ONTAP earlier than 8.3.1 by disabling the online LUN import feature. Before using this command verify that all LUNs in an import relationships are offline by running *lun show*.

**Examples**

```
cluster1::> lun import prepare-to-downgrade
```

The above example will disable the online LUN import feature if all LUNs in import relationships are offline

**Related Links**

- lun show
lun import resume

Resume the import for the specified LUN

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

Resumes the data import to a specified LUN.

The import starts from the last checkpoint taken before you paused the data import.

If you want to resume the data import from the beginning, use the lun import stop command. Then use the lun import start command.

Parameters

-vserver <Vserver Name> - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to resume the data import to.

-path <path> - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the path of the LUN that you want to resume the data import to. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

Examples

cluster1::> lun import resume -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2

Resumes the data import to lun2 at the path /vol/vol2/lun2

lun import show

Display a list of import relationships

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

This command displays information about the import relationships.

Parameters

{ [-fields <fieldname>,…]
   If you specify the -fields <fieldname>, ... parameter, the command output also includes the specified field or fields. You can use '-fields ?' to display the fields to specify.

   | [-instance ]
   If you specify the -instance parameter, the command displays detailed information about all fields.}
[[-vserver <Vserver Name>] - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
Displays import relationships for a specified Vserver.

[[-foreign-disk <text>] - Foreign Disk Serial Number (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the import relationship for a particular foreign disk with the specified serial number.

[[-path <path>] - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the import relationship for a particular LUN path. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

[[-import-home-node {<nodename>|local}] - Import Home Node (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the node that initially started the data import and where the I/O for the foreign disk is directed. If failover occurs, any in-progress data import restarts on the partner node.

[[-import-current-node {<nodename>|local}] - Import Current Node (privilege: advanced)
Displays the node that is currently importing data and where the I/O for the foreign disk is directed. During giveback and if the import home node is different from the current home node, import restarts on the initial node (import-home-node).

[[-operation-in-progress {import|verify}] - Operation in Progress (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the imports in progress or import verification in progress.

[[-admin-state {stopped|started|paused}] - Admin State (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the import relationships for a specified administrative state. For example, you can list all the imports that have started in a cluster.

[[-operational-state {in_progress|failed|completed|stopped|paused}] - Operational State (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the import relationships for a specified operational state. For example, you can list all the imports that have completed in a cluster.

[[-percent-complete <integer>] - Percent Complete (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the percentage of completion for both import and verification. If you want to see all the complete imports and verifications, you would specify 100.

[[-imported-blocks <integer>] - Blocks Imported (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the number of blocks that have been imported to the LUN.

[[-compared-blocks <integer>] - Blocks Compared (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the number of LUN and foreign disk blocks that have been compared.

[[-total-blocks <integer>] - Total Blocks (privilege: advanced)
Enables you to see the total number of blocks that must be imported to complete the data import to a LUN or the number of blocks that must be compared to complete the import verification.

[[-estimated-remaining-duration {<seconds>|[<d> days] <hh>:<mm>[:<ss>]}] - Estimated Remaining Duration (privilege: advanced)
If this parameter is specified, the command displays import or verify operations that match the specified time.
[\texttt{-failure-reason <text> }] - Failure Reason (privilege: advanced)

Selects LUN import operations that match this parameter value.

[\texttt{-max-throughput-limit \{<integer>[KB|MB|GB|TB|PB]\}] - Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec) (privilege: advanced)

Selects the LUN import operations that match this parameter value. This value is the throughput limit at which an import or verify will be throttled. By default, there is no throttling.

[\texttt{-current-throughput \{<integer>[KB|MB|GB|TB|PB]\}] - Current Throughput (per sec) (privilege: advanced)

Selects the LUN import operations that match this parameter value. This value is the current throughput for an in-progress import or verify operation.

[\texttt{-qos-policy-group <text>}] - QoS Policy Group (privilege: advanced)

Selects the LUN import operations that match this parameter value. This value is the QoS policy group associated with an import relationship.

Examples

\begin{verbatim}
cluster1::> lun import show
vserver   foreign-disk    path
operation-in-progress admin-state operational-state percent-complete
vs1       6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000  /vol/dvol1/lun1
import    stopped         stopped        0
vs1       60060480343631336433336538366537  /vol/vol1/lun1
import    started         failed          11
vs2       6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040001  /vol/dvol1/lun2
verify    started         in_progress     5
\end{verbatim}

Display information about all import relationships in the cluster

\begin{verbatim}
cluster1::> lun import show -instance
    Vserver Name: vs1
    LUN Path: /vol/dvol1/lun1
    Foreign Disk Serial Number: 6000B5D0006A0000006A020E00040000
    Import Home Node: cluster1-01
    Current Import Node: cluster1-01
    Operation in Progress: import
    Admin State: started
    Operational State: in-progress
    Percent Complete: 0%
    Blocks Imported: 0
    Blocks Compared: 0
    Total Blocks to Import: 10000000
\end{verbatim}
Estimated Remaining Duration: 00:01:23
Failure Reason: -
Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec): -
Current Throughput (per sec): -
QoS Policy Group: -
Vserver Name: vs2

LUN Path: /vol/dvol1/lun2
Foreign Disk Serial Number: 6000B5D0006A000006A020E00040001
Import Home Node: cluster1-01
Current Import Node: cluster1-01
Operation in Progress: verify
Admin State: started
Operational State: in-progress
Percent Complete: 5%
Blocks Imported: 10000000
Blocks Compared: 500000
Total Blocks to Import: 10000000
Estimated Remaining Duration: 00:00:59
Failure Reason: -
Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec): 2MB
Current Throughput (per sec): 1.29MB
QoS Policy Group: fli_pg_cf2b638b-606b-11e4-ae4c-000c290d40ff
Vserver Name: vs1

Foreign Disk Serial Number: 6006048034363133643336538366537
LUN Path: /vol/vol1/lun1
Import Home Node: cluster1-01
Current Import Node: cluster1-01
Operation in Progress: import
Admin State: started
Operational State: failed
Percent Complete: 11
Blocks Imported: 932352
Blocks Compared: -
Total Blocks: 8388608
Estimated Remaining Duration: -
Failure Reason: Source read error - reservation conflict.
Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec): 12MB
Current Throughput (per sec): -
QoS Policy Group: fli_pg_f6632344-60e7-11e4-9bad-000c290d40ff

Display detailed information about all import relationships in the cluster.
cluster1::> lun import show -vserver vs1
vserver path foreign-disk admin-
state operational-state percent-complete
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------
vs1 /vol/dvol1/lun1 vgv3040f46a:vgbr300s70:9.126L1 stop
- 0%

Display information about the LUNs in an import relationships in a specific vserver.

cluster1::> lun import show -admin-state start
vserver path foreign-disk admin-
state operational-state percent-complete
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------
vs2 /vol/dvol1/lun2 vgv3040f46a:vgbr300s70:9.126L2 start
in-progress 5%

Display active LUN import sessions in a cluster.

**lun import start**

Start the import for the specified LUN

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

**Description**

This command initiates the data import to a specified LUN.

You must use the lun import create command to create an import relationship between a LUN and a foreign disk before you can initiate the data import.

**Parameters**

- **-vserver <Vserver Name>** - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
  
  Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to import data to.

- **-path <path>** - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
  
  Specifies the path of the LUN that you want to import data to. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

**Examples**
cluster1::> lun import start -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2

Starts the data import to lun2 at the path /vol/vol2/lun2.

lun import stop

Stop the import for the specified LUN

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

This command stops the data import into a specified LUN.

After you stop the data import and if you start the import again using lun import start command, then the import restarts from the beginning.

Parameters

- **-vserver <Vserver Name>** - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
  Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to stop importing data to.

- **-path <path>** - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
  Specifies the path of the LUN that you want to stop the data import to.

Examples

cluster1::> lun import stop -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2

Stops data import to lun2 at the path /vol/vol2/lun2

Related Links

- lun import start

lun import throttle

Modify the max throughput limit for the specified import relationship

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

This command throttles the speed of the import for a given LUN by specifying a maximum throughput limit on the import.
Parameters

-vserver <Vserver Name> - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN to which data from the foreign disk is imported.

-path <path> - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the path of the LUN to which data from the foreign disk is imported. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/voll/lun1 and /vol/voll/qtree1/lun1.

-max-throughput-limit {<integer>[KB|MB|GB|TB|PB]} - Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec) (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the maximum amount of throughput to be allocated for processing import requests on the bound LUN. At the time of creation, the default is zero. A value of zero implies that import traffic is processed by the system at best effort rate along with on-going user I/O. A non-zero value indicates that import will be throttled at a rate which is at most the maximum throughput limit set.

Examples

```
cluster1::*> lun import throttle -vserver vs1 -path /vol/voll/lun1 -max-throughput-limit 3M
```

The above example limits the import speed for the bound LUN with path /vol/voll/lun1 to a maximum of 3MB/s.

lun import verify start

Start the verification of the foreign disk and LUN data

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

This command compares the LUN and the foreign disk block by block. You are not required to run this command; it is optional. Before you can do this verification process, the operation state must be stopped or completed. Use the lun import show command to determine the operation state.

If a block mismatch occurs, the verification process stops.

Verification must be done offline. Ensure the foreign disk and LUN cannot be accessed by a host. To prevent access of the LUN, the LUN should be taken offline administratively using the lun offline command.

Note: The specified LUN must be in an import relationship with a foreign disk before you can verify the data import.

Parameters

-vserver <Vserver Name> - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to compare block by block with the foreign disk.
-path <path> - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
   Specifies the path of the LUN that you want to compare the foreign disk to. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

Examples

```
cluster1::> lun import verify start -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2
```

Starts the import verification on lun2 at path /vol/vol2/lun2.

**lun import verify stop**

Stop the verify for the specified LUN

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* administrators at the *advanced* privilege level.

**Description**

This command stops the block by block verification of the foreign disk and LUN data.

**Parameters**

- **-vserver <Vserver Name>** - Vserver Name (privilege: advanced)
  Specifies the Vserver that contains the LUN you want to stop block by block comparison with the foreign disk.

- **-path <path>** - LUN Path (privilege: advanced)
  Specifies the path of the LUN that you want to stop the block by block comparison. Examples of correct LUN paths are /vol/vol1/lun1 and /vol/vol1/qtree1/lun1.

Examples

```
cluster1::> lun import verify stop -vserver vs1 -path /vol/vol2/lun2
```

Stops the import verify on lun at path /vol/vol2/lun2.
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